Quadrupole Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer for Simultaneous Detection of Positive and Negative Ions†
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The purpose of this study was to design a quadrupole secondary ion mass spectrometer for simultaneous detection of both positive and negative ions of different mass. An original setup based on a quadrupole electrostatic deflector configuration that allows energy and spatial separation of all types of secondary ions was proposed. The device was modeled using the SIMION 3D program before building the prototype. Trajectory and acceptance calculations were provided. Positive and negative secondary ion mass spectra for molybdenum test samples were obtained. Copyright © 1999 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Elemental compositions of samples with surfaces that are quickly and irreversibly destroyed by primary ion beam bombardment and containing both electropositive and electronegative components may be better evaluated by simultaneous analysis of positive and negative secondary ions. This allows a direct correlation between signal intensities from all ion species sputtered at the same time from the same bombarded area.

Another interesting application of this technique is in the field of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) imaging, where simultaneous detection of secondary positive ions and secondary electrons may add topographical contrast to surface chemical images produced by ion bombardment.

A design for an instrument for fast atom bombardment SIMS provided with simultaneous detection of positive and negative secondary ions has already been described.1 In this spectrometer energy and space separation of the secondary ions with different polarity was obtained by a specially designed electrostatic analyzer at the output of a quadrupole mass filter consisting of four wire electrodes and a grounded shield case. The two diagonal wire electrodes have the same applied voltage and the others have an applied voltage of opposite polarity. The main drawbacks of such a spectrometer are the absence of simultaneous detection of positive and negative ions with different masses which is particularly important for depth profiling and imaging, and the energy separation of secondary ions after quadrupole that leads to a reduction in mass resolution.

Previously a quadrupole electrostatic deflector (QD) was successfully used as an energy analyzer in some installations, e.g. for research into photodissociation processes of molecular ions under ion and laser beams interaction,2 and in the collector system of a quadrupole secondary ion mass spectrometer.3,4

EXPERIMENTAL

A schematic layout of the secondary ion mass spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1. The unit consists of a newly designed quadrupole electrostatic energy analyzer/deflector (1), an inert gas ion gun model 3M (Kratos Analytical Instruments, Manchester, England) (2), two quadrupole mass analyzers model QMA 421 (Balzers AG, Furstentum Liechtenstein) (3, 4) with additional constructed Einzel lenses (5, 6), secondary electron multipliers (SEM) (7, 8) as detectors for positive and negative secondary ions, and an analyzing sample (9). The output signals from the SEMs are measured by a pulse-counting system and processed by a PC with Balzers Quadstar 421 Software, which also controls the quadrupole electronics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The problems of using a two-dimensional quadrupole electrostatic field as an energy analyzer and achronic deflector of charged particles have been considered in many articles.2–6 In accord with the potential $V(x, y)$ into the quadrupole deflector of cylindrical symmetry (Fig. 1), it is calculated from the following expression:

$$V(x, y) = \beta V_k (x^2 - y^2) R^{-2} + V_0$$

where ‘$\beta$’ is a factor depending on the shape of the pole electrodes, $\pm V_k$ is the potential applied on opposite diagonal electrodes and $V_0$ is the constant potential outside the deflector which determines the kinetic energy of the ions flying in the QD. Hyperbolic electrodes can be replaced by segments of cylinders of radius $r = 1.148 R$, with a sufficient degree of accuracy, where $R$ (quadrupole field radius) is the radius of the circle tangent to quadrupole electrodes.5 The
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Figure 1. Secondary ion mass spectrometer with a quadrupole deflector for simultaneous detection of positive and negative secondary ions.

Figure 2. Trajectory evaluation of the positive (1) and negative (2) secondary ions into the quadrupole deflector: the secondary ion energy is $qV_0 = 2 \pm 1 \text{ eV}$ and deflector pole potentials are $V_k = \pm 3.5 \text{ V}$. Simulations were performed with the SIMION 3D program.
Figure 3. Result of QD acceptance calculations: the secondary ion energy \( qV_0 = 10 \text{ eV} \); the deflector pole potentials \( V_k = 1.74 \ V_0 \); the diameter of the output diaphragm is 2 mm; \( \alpha \) is the angle between the secondary ion trajectories and a normal to the input diaphragm; \( x \) is the distance between the secondary ion start point and the center of the input diaphragm. Simulations were performed with the SIMION 3D program.

Figure 4. Secondary ion mass spectrum of a molybdenum test sample obtained using the QD system: (a) negative and (b) positive secondary ions.
factor 'β' thus becomes equal to 1. Theoretical calculations have shown that the maximum ion transmission through this deflector is provided at the relative quadrupole electrode potential $|V_k| = kV_0$, where $k = 1.245$ and $qV_0$ is the kinetic energy of the analyzed ions. By means of ion trajectory analysis, it can be demonstrated that the maximum diameter of the input QD diaphragm should not exceed $0.34R$.

The experimental device was modeled using the SIMION 3D program before building the prototype. The quadrupole field radius $R$ was chosen equal to 9 mm, and overall dimension of the QD was about 22 mm. The diameter of all input and output diaphragms was 2 mm. Figure 2 depicts some results of our ion trajectory calculations. It shows that the maximum transmission through the QD was realized with the coefficient $k = 1.245$ and $qV_0$ is the kinetic energy of the analyzed ions. By means of ion trajectory analysis, it can be demonstrated that the maximum diameter of the input QD diaphragm should not exceed $0.34R$.

The experimental device was modeled using the SIMION 3D program before building the prototype. The quadrupole field radius $R$ was chosen equal to 9 mm, and overall dimension of the QD was about 22 mm. The diameter of all input and output diaphragms was 2 mm. Figure 2 depicts some results of our ion trajectory calculations. It shows that the maximum transmission through the QD was realized with the coefficient $k = 1.245$ and $qV_0$ is the kinetic energy of the analyzed ions. By means of ion trajectory analysis, it can be demonstrated that the maximum diameter of the input QD diaphragm should not exceed $0.34R$.

The experimental device was modeled using the SIMION 3D program before building the prototype. The quadrupole field radius $R$ was chosen equal to 9 mm, and overall dimension of the QD was about 22 mm. The diameter of all input and output diaphragms was 2 mm. Figure 2 depicts some results of our ion trajectory calculations. It shows that the maximum transmission through the QD was realized with the coefficient $k = 1.245$ and $qV_0$ is the kinetic energy of the analyzed ions. By means of ion trajectory analysis, it can be demonstrated that the maximum diameter of the input QD diaphragm should not exceed $0.34R$.

The QD filter was positioned between the final ion gun electrode and the sample, without any disturbance to the primary ion focus, allowing a very compact arrangement for the analytical chamber. Using two separated quadrupole mass filters for positive and negative secondary ion detection avoids SEM potential switching which is necessary when a single quadrupole is used. High voltage SEM potential switching causes instability in multiplier responses and shortens its lifetime. Besides, a SIMS setup with the proposed quadrupole deflector system provides a normal incidence angle for the primary ion beam on the sample surface. Under these experimental conditions it is possible to obtain a very high depth profiling resolution by SIMS for multilayer super thin structures and ultra shallow implanted samples.

Some experimental results of an application of the QD setup described above for analyses of a molybdenum test sample are shown in Figs 4(a and b). Ar$^+$ ions (4 keV, 1 μA) were used as primary ions. An additional oxygen flux for chemical activation of both positive and negative secondary ion emission was also employed. The total vacuum in the analytical chamber with this flux was not less than $5 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa. Experimental sensitivity for $^{98}$Mo$^+$ secondary ions was approx. $(5–8) \times 10^2$ cps/nA and for negative mode ($^{98}$Mo$^{16}$O$_3$) was not less than 50–100 cps/nA. The experimental value of the QD coefficient $k \approx 1.75$ corresponds to our computer evaluation with good accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed original design for a secondary ion mass spectrometer allows energy and spatial separation for simultaneous detection of both positive and negative secondary ions with different masses and is suitable for the arrangement of a simple and compact instrument for routine characterization of materials. This setup will be used in our laboratory for the quantitative elemental analysis by SIMS of precious metal alloys. After some improvements and modernization of the primary ion gun system, low energy depth profiling analysis with high resolution by SIMS will be the goal of this research program.
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